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Overview: 

Deloitte’s 2018 global Blockchain survey reports 95% of over 1,000 Blockchain-savvy 

executives from a variety of industries and professions are investing in distributed ledger 

technology. This proposal utilizes scaffolding learning theory for student engagement in 

intermediate level Blockchain content to be used in junior or senior level courses. This learning 

strategy introduces Blockchain concepts using in-class discussion, current events, instructional 

videos, collaborative research tasks and hands-on use case construction. The proposal activities 

include (1) requesting a time stamp activity for internal controls, (2) generating a hash to 

recognize common values (3) determining a numerical nonce to understand the intricacy of 

attempting to alter hashed accounting information, (4) researching use cases to identify 

enterprise Blockchains, and (5) constructing a Hyperledger use case to observe asset exchanges. 

Resources provided with the proposal also benefit faculty by providing necessary instructional 

materials for mastering introductory application of Blockchain concepts before working with 

students. 



Student Feedback  

Students provided feedback after completing the activities in class. Constructive information was 

solicited and has been used to update the project for future use, including more hands on 

activities. The comments from students was overwhelming positive, as evidenced by a sampling 

provided below:  

 I enjoyed examples of how Blockchain worked in specific companies and how it helped 

the company operation 

 It's great to see [Blockchain] in action. 

 Everything was provided: articles, videos, detailed instructions. Really interesting topic! 

 Got to work with different types of transactions. 

 I liked the video and the additional link, more information helped me understand 

Blockchain 

 

A pilot survey was administered to student upon completion of the activities, using a scale from 

1 (Not or Disagree) to 5 (Very or Agree). Students perceived their knowledge had increased and 

that the activities were written clearly. The students also felt sufficiently challenged and believed 

the activities prepared them for future conversations in their chosen career paths. The results of 

the survey are below: 

 
 

Classes: 

 Any undergraduate accounting information systems or audit class 

Perceptions After Activities Mean

4.28

4.28

4.25

4.1

3.43

3.43

4.28

4.35

3.85

3.58

I believe emerging technologies are relevant to the future of my chosen 

professional career. (Not Relevant to Relevant)

I believe cryptocurrencies will impact the future of the accounting 

profession. (No Impact to Major Impact)

My current knowledge of cryptocurrencies increased as a result of the 

Blockchain activities. (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree)

After completing the Blockchain activities, I believe I would be  _________ 

of explaining Blockchain. (very incapable to very capable).

The Blockchain activities are valuable preparation for my success in my 

chosen career path. (Not Valuable to Very Valuable)

My current knowledge of Blockchain increased as a result of the Blockchain 

activities.  (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree)

The detail of the Blockchain activities were clearly written and requirements 

were easy to understand.  (Not Nearly Enough to Far too much)

The Blockchain activities challenged me to critically think about an emerging 

technology.  (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree)

Would you recommend the Blockchain activities for others? (Doubtful to 

Definitely)

When working on the Blockchain activities, course time spent was an 

(extremely poor use to extremely important use)



 Developed and utilized in AIS (Acctng 350, Spring 2019) 

This project originated from the demand of professional organizations to include disruptive and 

emerging technology in the accounting curriculum.1 Disruptive technologies are accelerating at a 

pace faster than textbooks can publish which makes it incumbent on educators to embrace 

opportunities to advance knowledge and apply pedagogical guidance for introducing Blockchain 

concepts into the accounting curriculum. Aimed at junior and senior level students, this 

interactive learning strategy exposes students to intermediate Blockchain concepts to prepare for 

an emerging technology positioned to disrupt the core areas of accounting information: financial, 

managerial, audit, tax and systems. The activities were beta tested in the author’s classrooms and 

will be executed in several additional classes, with different levels of students across multiple 

universities fall 2019. The project instructions and rubric accompany this submission. 

 

                                            
1 The AICPA currently offers a “Blockchain for Accounting” certificate1. Blockchain related content was 

introduced at the Accounting Information Systems Educator’s Conference (2017) and the American Accounting 

Association (AAA) Blockchain Technology Forum (2018). The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of 

Business’ (AACSB) accounting standard No. 5 requires integration of emerging business practices into the curricula 

(AACSB 2018).  
 



Implementation Guidance 

The activities were developed for flexible application in a 50+ minute lecture or flipped 

classrooms and can be used in an on-line format. The activities can be used as hands-on activities 

or homework. The instructor can choose to complete as individuals or in small groups. 

 

Grading 

Students are asked to investigate intermediate Blockchain concepts and explore the structure 

Blockchain fundamentals using Hyperledger playground use cases. A grading rubric has been 

included to guide instructor assessment of student mastery of content.  

 

Intermediate Blockchain Activities 

 

1. Adding new blocks to the bitcoin Blockchain 

The mechanics of adding new blocks of transactions to the Blockchain is complex. It is 

important to develop a basic understanding of the process for audit and controls.  

Step 1. Individual transactions are validated by as many nodes as possible. Once validated, 

they are hashed and added to a transaction pool.  

Hashing - A process that utilizes an algorithm to transform inputs of arbitrary length to a 

fixed length alphanumeric output, known as a message digest. 

Stamp.io provides a stampery certificate that can be used to prove that a particular file existed on 

a specified time and date. You can create and hash a document on the Blockchain using stamp.io. 

Any changes to the document will produce a different hash and be recognized as an inauthentic 

modification of the original.  

Activity 1: Create an account on stamp.io and then upload a copy of your last class assignment. 

Keep a screenshot of the upload confirmation. After the file is uploaded, a stampery certificate of 

proof will be generated within a few hours. Open the stampery certificate and then click on the 

bitcoin transaction link, "Txid" (located on the bottom right of the screen). Clicking on this link 

will allow you to observe that the prefix and root information found on the stampery certificate 

match the information recorded on the blockchain ledger (refer to the output script field). Include 

a screenshot in your timestamp. Explain how a time stamp could benefit you.  

Cryptographic Hashing – A process that utilizes cryptography principles to produce hashes 

that appear random but are deterministic. Cryptographic hashes are easy to calculate, but 

determining the original input from the message digest is exceptionally difficult.  

 

Activity 2: Hashing an input and then modifying the input slightly will completely transform the 

message digest/hash. Click on the following website to hash a specified value: 

http://passwordsgenerator.net/sha256-hash-generator/. Report the Sha256 hash for the word 

"Password". Make the first letter lowercase and report the Sha256 hash for the word “password”.  

You have demonstrated how the message digest is completely transformed when a minor 

modification is made: the "p" substituted for "P". Notably, common hashes are easily recognized 

and can be quickly decrypted. Hashed database passwords are often hacked and leaked online. 

Do you recognize the following Sha256 hash? 

E7CF3EF4F17C3999A94F2C6F612E8A888E5B1026878E4E19398B23BD38EC221A   

 

http://passwordsgenerator.net/sha256-hash-generator/


Step 2. Validated transactions are bundled by miners into blocks. Miners package 

transactions in blocks. Although these blocks have a size limit, the miner is motivated to fill 

these blocks to near capacity to maximize transaction fee revenue.  

Step 3. Each block contains a header that contains important bits of information. The most 

important block header elements that should be conveyed to students are the following: 

Hash of previous block – is included in the header of the current block. Any change to the 

composition of a previously mined block will be immediately detected since its hash will 

suddenly differ from the hash that was recorded in the header of the subsequent block. Each 

block is linked to its predecessor block and would require all prior blocks to be modified to 

an input. Given the immense amount of computing power required to mine a single block, it 

is generally considered infeasible to re-mine every block that follows before the majority of 

naive nodes pick up on the fraud scheme. The advent of quantum computers could 

potentially threaten existing Blockchains. 

Merkle root - Transactions are hashed, and these hashes are then recursively hashed in pairs. 

Ultimately, as a result of this iterative process, the final hash represents a hash of many 

previous hashes and is known as a merkle root.  

Nonce - a random value that solves a cryptographic puzzle. In practice, the hash of each 

block on the bitcoin Blockchain must begin with eighteen leading 0's. Miners race to solve 

for the nonce that will transform the hash accordingly.  

Activity 3: Identify a numerical nonce (sequence of numbers) to create a hash with one leading 

zero. Use the following website to hash a specified value: http://passwordsgenerator.net/sha256-

hash-generator/. Hash the word "Password" and then add a random sequence of numbers 

(numerical nonce) before the word to find a numerical nonce that transforms the hash until it 

begins with one zero. This will likely take several attempts and will be unique to you. Report the 

numerical nonce value and the successful hash. Were you able to find a nonce that produced a 

hash with two leading after an additional dozen attempts? This should help you appreciate why 

the proof of work algorithm requires so much effort--imagine solving for the nonce that can 

produce eighteen leading zeros! 

Step 4. Each node works on finding a difficult proof-of-work for its block, when a node finds 

a proof-of-work, it broadcasts the block to all nodes. A substantial amount of computational 

effort is required to produce the correct nonce. Consequently, significant power is required to 

power mining operations. This has led miners to relocate to regions where power is 

inexpensive. To incentivize miners, the bitcoin Blockchain rewards the first node to produce 

the correct nonce with 12.5 bitcoin. Additionally, miners earn transaction fees for each 

transaction bundled into the block. Many have observed that this mining process is 

exceptionally inefficient and environmentally harmful. Refer to the Bitcoin Energy 

Consumption Index online to quantify the adverse ecological impact. Consider the cost of 

managing a fiat currency such as the US Dollar (e.g., minting, transportation, safeguards, 

etc.) since there are substantial costs borne managing a traditional currency as well. 

Optional Activity (not required): Work through an applied example of a hash calculation to 

understand how blocks are added by the proof of work algorithm. We recommend showing the 

following Khan Academy video https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/core-

finance/money-and-banking/bitcoin/v/bitcoin-proof-of-work. Don’t expect to master the process 

http://passwordsgenerator.net/sha256-hash-generator/
http://passwordsgenerator.net/sha256-hash-generator/
https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/core-finance/money-and-banking/bitcoin/v/bitcoin-proof-of-work
https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/core-finance/money-and-banking/bitcoin/v/bitcoin-proof-of-work


of solving for the nonce since it is rigorous. Explore the mechanics of solving for a nonce in this 

spreadsheet https://www.dropbox.com/s/2erhq2uum7fvdc2/Bitcoin.xlsx. Observe the nonce 

displayed in cell B7 produces a block hash that is proceeded by eighteen leading zeros. 

2. Smart Contracts 

The introduction of smart contracts to the Blockchain further diminishes third party involvement 

and accelerates the settlement of contractual stipulations. For example, the Ethereum (another 

cryptocurrency) Blockchain has differentiated itself from bitcoin in part because of its superior 

ability to accommodate smart contracts. 

Smart contracts - Automated execution of Blockchain contracts based on software code are 

referred to as smart contracts. Although no third party is required to execute the contract, 

reliance on third parties for data (e.g., weather, etc.) makes the execution of these contracts 

vulnerable to unreliable inputs. 

Advantages of smart contracts include the following: 

a.   Lower costs 

b.   Potentially fewer third party (fees) 

c.   Increased processing speed 

d.   Greater accuracy since terms are coded leading to lower execution risk 

Limitations of smart contracts include the following: 

a.   Only two states have laws that allow for enforcement of smart contracts 

b.   Limited recourse if coding errors lead to unintended (or deliberately manipulated) 

outcomes 

c.   Risk that the terms of the contract, or proprietary information, could become public 

d.   Difficulty mapping written contracts into computer code. Can written contracts be 

easily transformed into code? Can all outcomes be anticipated? 

Blockchains and smart contracts diminish the role of financial intermediaries. However, there are 

beneficial services credit card companies and banks currently perform as third parties (e.g., fraud 

protection, identity verification, cash back on purchases, airline points, etc.). 

 

3. Enterprise Blockchains vs. Cryptocurrency Blockchains 

Use cases require different types of Blockchains, with differing permissions, levels of trust, and 

participation. There are fundamental differences between cryptocurrency Blockchains and 

enterprise Blockchains.  

Enterprise Blockchains are used by businesses and require the recording of additional 

transactional information involving parties unlikely to be anonymous. In addition to tracking the 

flow of funds, enterprise Blockchains are well suited for tracking materials, effort and 

provenance. 

 

Activity 4: Perform a Google search and identify three enterprise Blockchain use case, with a 

link to the article as evidence for the business example you find. 

 

4. Accounting and Auditing Implications and Regulator Concerns 

There are implications of the Blockchain on accounting and auditing, including relevant financial 

reporting concerns expressed by regulators. Attention is also given to the accounting and taxation 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/2erhq2uum7fvdc2/Bitcoin.xlsx


of cryptocurrencies. How else will Blockchain technology transform current accounting 

practices? 

 

Activity 5: Explore the Hyperledger Playground to examine a use case for asset exchanges and 

tracking to better understand the potential internal control, audit, tax, management and financial 

reporting implications of Blockchain technology. 

 

  



Car Auction 

Access the Hyperledger Composer Playground: https://composer-playground.mybluemix.net.  

1. Click “Let’s Blockchain!”  

2. Click “Deploy a new business network”.  

3. Select the “carauction-network”  

4. Click on the “Deploy” icon.  

5. Click on “Connect now”.  

6. The next screen to appear presents details pertaining to the car auction network including 

the following definitions: 

a. Participants: auctioneer and member 

b. Assets: vehicle and vehicle listing 

c. Transactions: offer and close bidding  

7. Create participants, assets and transactions.  

8. Click on “Test” at the top of the page. 

9. The first participant is an auctioneer. Click on “Auctioneer and select “Create New 

Participant”. Add Jennifer Johnson as the auctioneer by replacing the default data with 

the following information presented in bold: 

{ 

  "$class": "org.acme.vehicle.auction.Auctioneer", 

  "email": "auction@acme.org", 

  "firstName": "Jennifer", 

  "lastName": "Johnson" 

} 

10. Click “Create New”. 

11. The next participant will be an auction member. Click on “Member” and select “Create 

New Participant”. Add Amanda Wilson as a new member with $7500 by replacing the 

default data with the following information presented in bold: 

{ 

  "$class": "org.acme.vehicle.auction.Member", 

  "balance": 7500, 

  "email": "memberA@acme.org", 

  "firstName": "Amanda", 

  "lastName": "Wilson" 

} 

Click on “Create New”. 

12. Add a second auction memberB to the network following step #11 with the following 

information: [Your Name] & $6000. 

13. Establish an asset by creating a vehicle owned by Amanda Wilson. Click on “Vehicle”, 

and select “Create New Asset”. Add a vehicle asset by replacing the default data with the 

following information presented in bold: 

{ 

  "$class": "org.acme.vehicle.auction.Vehicle", 

  "vin": "1234", 

https://composer-playground.mybluemix.net/


  "owner": 

"resource:org.acme.vehicle.auction.Member#memberA@acme.org" 

} 

Click on “Create New”. 

14. List the vehicle with vin# 1234 owned by Amanda Wilson for auction by creating a 

vehicle listing. Click on “VehicleListing” and select “Create New Asset”. Add the 

vehicle to the auction with a reserve price of $3000 by replacing the default data with the 

following information presented in bold: 

{ 

  "$class": "org.acme.vehicle.auction.VehicleListing", 

  "listingId": "ABCD", 

  "reservePrice": 3000, 

  "description": "Arium Nova", 

  "state": "FOR_SALE", 

  "vehicle": "resource:org.acme.vehicle.auction.Vehicle#1234" 

} 

Click on “Create New”. 

15. Create an offer for the car by clicking on “Submit Transaction”. Make sure “Offer” 

appears as the transaction type on the dropdown menu. Create a bid of $2100 for the 

Arium Nova vehicle by replacing the default data with the following information 

presented in bold: 

{ 

  "$class": "org.acme.vehicle.auction.Offer", 

  "bidPrice": 2100, 

  "listing": "resource:org.acme.vehicle.auction.VehicleListing#ABCD", 

  "member": 

"resource:org.acme.vehicle.auction.Member#memberA@acme.org" 

} 

Click on “Submit”. 

16. Create a competing bid from you for $2500. Click on “Submit Transaction”. Make sure 

that “Offer” appears as the transaction type on the dropdown menu. Create a bid of 2500 

for the Arium Nova vehicle by replacing the default data with the following information 

presented in bold: 

{ 

  "$class": "org.acme.vehicle.auction.Offer", 

  "bidPrice": 2500, 

  "listing": "resource:org.acme.vehicle.auction.VehicleListing#ABCD", 

  "member": "resource:org.acme.vehicle.auction.Member#memberB@acme.org" 

} 

Click on “Submit”. 

17. Close the bidding process. Click on “Submit Transaction”. Make sure that 

“CloseBidding” appears as the transaction type on the dropdown menu. 

{ 

  "$class": "org.acme.vehicle.auction.CloseBidding", 

  "listing": "resource:org.acme.vehicle.auction.VehicleListing#ABCD" 



} 

Click on “Submit”. 

18.  Verify that ownership of the car is now held by the highest bidder. Click on “Vehicle” 

and observe that you are the new owner of the car as the highest bidder. Submit a 

screenshot. 

19. Verify that there was a transfer of funds from the buyer to the seller. Click on “Member” 

and observe that Amanda Wilson balance has increased from $7500 to $10,000, while 

your balance decreased from $6000 to $3500. Submit a screenshot. 

 



Learning Objectives:   

This experiential learning project engages and challenges students where textbook material is not 

available. After completing the project, student can:  

• Locate a Blockchain ledger 

• Examine Blockchain transaction details. 

• Discuss advantages and limitations of smart contracts. 

• Report time stamp information for a hashed file. 

• Demonstrate Blockchain hashing. 

• Determine the numerical nonce to transform a hash. 

• Evaluate accounting applications for Blockchain technology. 

• Construct a Blockchain for intangible asset transfers. 



AICPA’s Pre-Certification Core Competencies: 

Students increase awareness of necessary (AICPA) competencies for success in the accounting 

profession, while improving critical and technical skills. Students explore ways to exhibit 

evolving proficiency in accounting, business, and professional competencies recommended for 

successful entry into an accounting career. Completion of this project enhances the following 

AICPA Pre-Certification Core Competencies: 

Accounting Competencies  

 Research 

 System and process management 

 Technology and tools 

Professional Competencies 

 Decision-making 

 Collaboration 

 Communication 



  

Blockchain Activity Rubric 

Identifier:____ __________           Section:__________          Semester:__________ 
 

Evaluation 

Category 
0 1 2 3 Total 

Points 
Time Stamp 

Document 

 (3pts.) 

Did not complete  Created stamp.io account Provided evidence of upload 

from website screenshot 

Provided Stampery certificate of 

proof 

 

Hash (3pts.) Did not complete Reported one hash value.  Reported two hash value. Reported two hash value AND 

recognized given hash value 

correctly 

 

Numerical Nonce 

(3pts.) 

Did not complete Submitted the numerical 

nonce AND hash without a 

leading 0. 

Submitted the numerical nonce 

AND hash with a leading 0. 

Submitted the numerical nonce 

AND hash with a leading 0 

AND attempted a hash with two 

leading 0s. 

 

Use Cases 

(3pts.) 

Did not complete Reported link to one correct 

use of an enterprise 

Blockchain case. 

Reported link to two correct 

use of an enterprise Blockchain 

case. 

Reported link to three correct 

use of an enterprise Blockchain 

case. 

 

Car Auction Use Case 

(3pts.) 

Did not complete Successfully completed the 

use case AND added student 

name to auction. 

Successfully completed the use 

case AND added student name 

to auction AND submitted one 

required screenshot 

Successfully completed the use 

case AND added student name 

to auction AND submitted two 

required screenshot 

 

Comment:  
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